
Couple's Names: Niamh McCafferty and Conor

Hannigan 

Venue: Slieve Donard Resort and Spa 

Wedding Date: 9th March 2018 

Conor (28) and Niamh (28) met as students in Belfast.
Niamh is a Pharmacist from Belfast (the County Down
side) and Conor is a Structural Engineer from Omagh.  

Conor popped the question in New York City during a
romantic stroll on the Brooklyn Bridge as the sun was
setting over lower Manhattan and the couple chose
Niamh's engagement ring in Tiffany's, Fifth Avenue the
next day.  

The couple visited a number of potential wedding
venues but on visiting the Slieve Donard Resort and Spa
Conor and Niamh knew that this was the perfect venue
for their big day. 



Did you follow any wedding trends or have any specific themes for the big day? 

As big fans of GAA, the couple named their tables after clubs and counties that

mattered to them. Conor and Niamh selected a team captain for each table and devised

a special quiz with 10 questions about the couple, which really upped the entertainment

and laughter on the day. Friends who knew Niamh and Conor best were treated to a

drinks kitty for their table and the couple added that the winning team is still a source

on contention.  

How did the day go?   

Conor and Niamh described their wedding day as being absolutely perfect – the most

gorgeous warm sunny day in March, especially after a week of snow, storms and

bridesmaids stranded in the Middle East because Dublin airport was covered in snow!   



What were the highlights of your day? 

Conor : Walking down the aisle with my new wife to greet our friends and family. Our first

dance because then it was time for us to chill out and really enjoy ourselves, all the

formalities were finished. The food in the Slieve Donard was also definitely up there as

well! 

Niamh: When I made it up the aisle safely,  

to see Conor at the top and to have a minute to 

take everything in, that had already happened 

and was about to happen.  Also to see all our  

closest friends and family enjoying themselves, 

whether it was sharing in our emotion 

or going crazy on the dance floor! 

For further information on our Wedding

Packages at Slieve Donard Resort and Spa,

please contact our Wedding Coordinators on

028 4372 1012 or email 

weddings@sdh.hastingshotels.com
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